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INTRODUCTION
Rationale.— Before the Civil War, most educational systems produced
private schools and academies, organized, conducted and supported indepen
dently of any state action except that of incorporation. This endowed the
trustees the full power to conduct their business as they saw fit. No
report to a state authority was at any time requiredj no supervision or
inspection under public conduct was to be exercised. It was taxed or not
taxed according to caprice or pull. Some institutions were allowed to
raise money by lottery, while others were not. In short, it was a policy
in which there wqs a literal survival ©f the fittest.
Eventually, the states began to see in education, public duty rather
than private enterprise. There was created a board of school commissioners,
who were given full power, to establish and regulate sehools, and to devise,
put in force and execute such plans and devices for the increase of knowl
edge, educating youth and promoting the cause of learning.
In realizing this duty, definite provisions were made for reliable
sources of income, such as taxes, fines, penalties, and forfeitures,
together with gifts of lands and grants. For many years, there were numer
ous supplementary laws changing the details of administration until public
schools were established in all states.
Today, public schools have come into their own. Not only are funds
available per child of school age, not only are there beautiful buildings,
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excellent equipment for elementary and high school students, but there are
publicly supported colleges and universities, that have been encouraged,
inspired, and strengthened. State Colleges, State Universities and schools
for the training of special groups such as the blind, are financed by state
appropriations, by tuition fees, and by funds from various other sources.
The cost of maintaining these state institutions of higher learning, however,
is small in comparison to the cost of local public schools.
From the early universities which were state controlled, or received
state assistance—that is, The University of Georgia, founded in 1785, The
University of North Carolina, founded in 1789, and The University of Vermont,
founded in 1791—there has been a steady growth in public education.
World War II exerted a significant influence on the value of higher
education, when some half million soldiers were given intensive courses on
college campuses, but since that time other influences have played a major
role in placing emphasis on higher learning. Such influences have played a
major role in which the United States is playing in world affairs, the need
for a planned economy, including manpower preparation and utilization as a
result of the intensification of the conflict between democracy and communism,
together with the outbreak of war in Korea. These forces have been more
directly felt by our colleges and universities than almost any other segment
of our economy.
The trend in state organization of education is toward a stronger
central administrative organization which increasingly assumes educational
leadership; a substantial share of school financial support, and the re
sponsibility for setting up minimum educational standards. Each state has
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developed its own system pf public shools and its laws for the chartering
and regulation of private schools. Although there are many similarities,
there must be many important details where differences will occur. None
is more important than that of the requirements for admission, for it is
through this channel that professional workers are made, and the higher
the standards of admission, the more professional one is likely to be.
Education is expressed through teaching and learning. It derives its
method and form from the larger cultural patterns of which it is always
an integral part. Each culture present different standards, and it is
the concern of all educators, to eompare these standards from time to time,
to determine whether change and progress is taking place.
The History of Admission Requirements,—Admission requirements have
undergone several adjustments since their development. According to Fines
Harvard College was founded in 1636. The candidate was
interviewed orally by the president or the senior tutor,
during which time he was rigorously examined as to his
character and background. Then came the question of
intellectual attainment. On this point, the Harvard
statutes read, "When any scholar is able to read Tully
(Cicero) or such like classical authors extempore and to
make and speak true Latin in verse and prose at sight
and decline perfectly the paradigms of nouns and verbs
in the Greek tongue, then may he be admitted into the
college, nor shall any claim admission before such
qualifications,^
Similar practicies were carried out at all the leading institutions,
because at that time, both Greek and Latin languages were very important.
Toward the end of the eighteenth century, a working knowledge of arithmetic
was added to the list of required subjects. Later, because of the rise
and development of the private academies which served the masses of people,
colleges began to emphasize a range of subjects, such as science, history,
vocational subjects, English, mathematics, and modern languages as required
subjects,
Benjamin Fine, Admission to American Colleges (New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1946) P, 14
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Reeves and Russell, point out that at the University of Chicago, the
first freshmen to enter were admitted by examination only. The first
examinations were held in 1891 at the University of Chicago, and approxi
mately twenty five additional cities. A fee of twenty dollars was charged
for the privilege of taking the examinations. It was necessary for a candi
date to present at least thirteen units with English, Latin, mathematics,
ancient history and a modern language as a required subject. Later the unit
requirements increased from thirteen units to fifteen units and electives
were accepted from all secondary school subjects from an accredited high
school.
Entrance requirements became more liberal and more standardized from
year to year, until all graduates of an accredited high school were admitted
on the preparatory school certificate, if the records of such applicants met
certain qualitative and quantitative requirements, using along with this,
certain psychological examinations. Beginning at the University of Michigan
in 1871, graduates of accredited high schools in the state were admitted
without examination if they had taken certain required subjects. This
practice has come to be followed by most colleges and universities.
Evolution of the Problem.—The problem involved in this study has
a two fold origin. The first interest arode during the term of 1958-59,
when several Seniors at the William Alfred Fountain High School, Forest
Park, Georgia, approached the writer with this question: "Do you think
that I have the qualifications for admission to a private school, or should
I apply to a Jltate School?" From some source, they seemed to have learned
that admission to a state school is easier than to a privately supported
institution. The writer attempted to explain to them that although
——1—■ — ■ ' ' '
Floyd W. Reeves and John Dale Russell, Admission and Retention of
University Students (Chicag®, 111,: The University of Chicago Press) P. 13
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state controlled colleges are more or less required to take students from
all scholastic levels, they do have standards that must be met before
admission is granted.
Shortly afterwards, the local newspapers were filled with comments
about two Negro women, who had made application for admission to a state
supported college, and were refused admittance for the following reasons!
(l) @ne applicant had passed the age limit. (2) The other applicant did
not present an adequate transcript. Despite the awareness of the existence
of the racial factor in both cases, the writer developed a keen interest in
learning more about admission requirements of state supported schools through
out the country, in hopes that it will be of some aid, not only to educators,
but to parents and prospective college students as well.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge and Practice.-—Because of the
increased number of people who are seeking education today, the writer feels
that such findings as this study has brought to the surface, c an be msed
by educators, parents, and prospective college students, to enlighten them
on the practices and procedures as well as develop within them an awareness
©f the value of definite educational principles as a basis for policies
governing the admission of students to institutions of higher learning.
■Statement of the Problem.—The problem involved in this study was to
describe the requirements for admission to one hundred and fifty (150) state
supported colleges and universitlef which are listed in American Universities
and Colleges.
Mary Irwin (ed.) American Universities and Colleges (Washington:
American Council ©n Education, 1956)
Definition of Terms.—For the purpose of clarity, certain terms used
in this study have been defined as follows:
1. College—refers to any institutions granting a bachelor's
degree and demanding a specified number of courses for
graduation.
2. University—refers to an institution of higher education,
consisting of a liberal arts college, offering a program
of graduate study, and having usually two or more pro
fessional schools or faculties.
3. State Institutions—refer to those colleges and universi
ties supported solely or partially by the states in which
they are located.
4* Scholarship—a sum of money given to a person for the
purpose of assisting that individual to further his education.
5. Student Loan—a sum of money granted an individual for the
purpose of completing his education. The sum must be repaid
and many times with interest. The span will vary, sometimes
it is payable monthly, sometimes it is payable at the end of
a specific school year, other times at graduation, while
others are payable 6 months after graduation.
6. Grant-in-aid—refers to a sum of money given to help an
individual further his training. It may go to any individual
regardless to scholastic average, based on need.
7. Health—refers to personal well being, including bodily and
mental vigor and soundness,
8. Vocational Rehabilitation—refers to those persons who have
a substantial handicap to employment as a result of a permanent
disability, who can receive, at no cost to themselves, vocational
counseling and some financial assistance toward the cost of
their college training when the vocational objective of the dis
abled person is approved by a Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor,
9. Unit—represents a year»s study in a subject that meets five
times per week.
10. Application fee—refers to that amount paid to process
application for admission only. Housing fee is not considered.
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Purpose of the 3tudy.--The major purpose of this study was to describe
the requirements for admission to all schools involved herewith. The specific
purposes of this research were to answer the following questions:
1. How does one apply?
2. What are the general health standards of each school?
3. What are the minimum and maximum age limits, if any,
for entrance to college?
4. Are entrance examinations required?
5. How many types of admission does each school have?
6. What are the requirements for out-of-state applicants?
7. Wxat are the fees and tuition?
8. How many units of high school work are required for entrance,
and what specific courses are required?
9« What financial aids are available for students?
10. What admission privileges, if any, are granted veterans?
Procedure.— To determine the exact colleges and universities to be
studied, the writer listed on separate sheets of paper the entire 310 state
institutions as shown in American Colleges and Universities, and by use of
the random-sample method,drew 150 names*
A request was sent to 150 schools for catalogues and bulletins of their
respective school. All of these schools responded readily, and the writer
then prepared data sheets for each of the institutions, in accordance with
the ten questions proposed in this study. The results of this analysis is
portrayed in nine table which appear in the second chapter of this study.
Survey of Pertinent Literature.—The reviewed literature is organized
under one major caption: (l) Literature pertaining to the basis of selection
and requirements involved.
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test of the materials found were in popular magazines and newspapers
that appeal to the masses, rather than in scientific materials. The w©rks
of Benjamin Fine proved to be the most helpful sources of information in
the latter.
Basically the colleges and universities of the United States, follow
a democratic procedure in admitting students. Most colleges and universi
ties in this country are open to all students, regardless of economic,
social, religious, ©r professional background. Exceptions to the rules
where they exist are based on a definite philosophy. However, the require
ments f©r the basis ©f selection must be met before one is "able t© determine
who is actually admitted, and who is rejected. Selective admission is
concerned with the qualifications of a student at the time he applies f©r
matriculation. Many students are unable t© enter college, because ®f the
required subjects involved, covering specified areas, while others, can n®t
pass certain tests and examinations. Others do not meet health and moral
character standards*
High scholarship standards are stressed in most colleges and universities,
however, in the past, publicly supported institutions seemed to have been
more lenient than other institutions,in that they were more or less required
in most instances to admit all high school graduates regardless of their
grades. But even here, most state scho®ls in an effort to get the be3t
students possible, require students to take a battery of tests before admitting
them*
Benjamin Fine, Admission to American Colleges fNew York and Lsndens
Harper and Brothers,1946) P. 2
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State supported institutions are also required t© give priority t®
residents ©f their own state, but only when the colleges become ©ver-
crowded, dees this regulation become effective.
In practice, two rather distinct plans are followed in determining
the fitness ©f students f©r admission to college. These are known as
the examination plan, and the certificate plan. Some institutions use
a combination of the tw® methods. In addition to these tw@ plans, most
institutions use a number of supplementary criteria for selecting the
students whom they will admit.
The College Entrance Examination Board, holds examinations in December,
March, May and August of each year. This includes both the Achievement
Tests and the Scholastic Aptitude Test. In January and February, the
Scholastic Aptitude Test only is administered at designated centers.^
The results ©f the examinations are accepted by every university, c@llege
and scientific school in the United States. These institutions however,
exercise the right to enforce their own standard ©f excellence and t© make
pr@per allowance for the character and capacity of each applicant f®r
admission*
The certificate plan assumes that the secondary school has complied
with various standards relative t© the preparation of professional workers.
In most states, the responsibility for setting up and administering the
standards to be met by the secondary school for the certificate privilege,
rest with the state department of education.
1 Ibid
o
Mary Irwin (ed.) American Universities and Colleges (Washington:
American Council on Education, 1956}
3
College Entrance Examination Board, Bulletin of Information. 1959-60
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Colleges differ a great deal in their demands upon entering students,
but one of their requirements is almost universal. All institutions of
higher education require from applicants, a transcript of high school units.
Most of th© colleges specify 15 or 16 units as necessary for entrance.
Definite unit requirements are usually made in the subjects of English,
mathematics, history, science and sometimes a foreign language. The College
Admission Director looks first at the marks, then at the marks in relation
ship to the grades earned by others in the class. Next he l©oks at the school
itself, the type courses it gives, its faculty, the reeord of other
students who have graduated from it, and the degree of competition one faced
when the applicant was enrolled there.
Emphasis on grades increases further, when a student applies for admission
to a public university outside of his state. Admission of out-of state students
to some universities is limited to ten percent of the total enrollment. As
enrollment in the institution increases, out-of-state students will be screened
even more critically, Out-of-state students are required to maintain a higher
academic average than state residents even to be considered for application.
As admissions become more selective, these students will encounter more
difficulty.
It is true that the higher one*s grades are, the better is his chknce
of getting into the college of his choice, but unless he stands in at least
the upper half of his graduating class, he is likely to encounter severe
difficulties in being admitted to any college.
The trend is away from asking guidance counselors, deans, headmasters
or principals to write only a note or letter about seniors applying for
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entrance to a college, instead, they now are asked to fill in fairly
lengthy and specific forms. It is true that the principal may not know
every child in the school, but he obtains his information from a number
of members of the faculty, who do see the child regularly, such as guidance
counselors, class deans, faculty advisors to extra-curricular activities,
English teachers, and home-room teachers. He works from the numerous records
of the student's years at the school, the standardized tests that he took,
and copies of comments from report cards. The recommendation from the
principal is of uppermost importance, because it is assumed that a high
school principal will not ordinarily make misleading, incorrect or un
realistic statements.
Most of the colleges and universities consider the health of a student
before admitting him, lloyd-Jones and Smith say of healths
Educators have realized that the hygiene and habits of
students eventually become those of the public, for it
is reasonable to suppose that many college students will
become the leaders of the future. Institutions of higher
education are interested not only in the health of future
citizens, but in the health and well-being of the students
who are spending years in their care, that these students
may profit by their education to the fullest possible
extent. Colleges and universities pretty generally have
assumed a responsibility for the health of studentsj they
have come to realize the importance of supervision of the
environment, of health instruction, and of health service.
The programs of health have taken on educational and pre-
ventative aspects as well as clinical,2
Selection of students in many colleges is based wholly or in part on
their rank in their high school classes. They specify that only those
whose average places them high in the graduation class will be admitted.
Benjamin Fine, How to be Accepted by th® College of your Choice
(New Yorks Channel Press, 1957), pp. 9-12
"TSsther McD. Lloyd-Jones and Margaret R. Smith, A &feudent Personnel
Program for Higher Education (New York and London: McGraw-Hill, 193&), p.209
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In s©me colleges those who rank low in their classes are admitted on
probation, or on condition that they make a certain score ©n comprehen
sive tests.
There are still other matters of less importance which may affect
college entrance. For instance, preference is sometimes given to sons
or daughters of alumni,©r t® members of certain races or religions. A
few colleges require that prospective students visit the college for a
personal interview with the dean, the registrar, or other members ©f the
staff.
Some colleges request that each prospective student furnish character,
social and business references from his pastor, school guidance ©fficer,
©r fr©m someone in the c©mmunity, wh© can give evidence ©f his financial
resp©nsibility.
Because competition f©r admission t© certain colleges by well quali
fied students is becoming increasingly keen, high school seniors now have
a means by which they can determine wher® the vacant college seats are
l©cated. A clearing hirase f@r pr©spective freshmen, has been set up in
N©rthbre©k, Hllh©is at the Gleribr©©k High School, t© help young peeple
aspiring t© a c©llege degree. High school students anywhere in the country,
who have failed to be accepted in college by June 1st, may register with
the College Admissions Center. A $10.00 fee is required. Eegistration
forms are kept on file and reviewed by interested admissions personnel from
accredited colleges which have vacancies. The service makes it possible
for students with a sincere desire f©r college to make their college dream
come true.
"'"Charles A. Bucker, "Planning f©r a College Education", A College
Education. (New Y©rk Life Insurance Company,May,1959) P«5
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The college age law is in effect in some schools. In some instances,
this law was designed, so that only students who were matured enough for
college life would apply, but in other instances it has been used as a
segregation measure. That is, "it has been adopted as an administration
measure to cut down on attempts by Negroes to enter certain state colleges."1
Such was the case in Georgia, when in 1959, a law was passed saying that
applicants for undergraduate study in state schools could not be over 21,
and those for graduate work not over 25. According to Curtis Driskell, a
measure has been inteeduced to repeal this law, because a great many of
the older students are stopping their educational pursuits, saying that "it
is too much red tape", although there are some exceptions and processes
by which applicants older than the limit may qualify for admission.2
One of the questions uppermost in the minds of thoughtful young people
who are considering college is, "What does college cost?" John F. feforse,
Chief of the U. S. Offiee of Education's student loan section, and one of
the framers of the formula used by most colleges in awarding scholarships
and loans, answers this question thus:
11 I suppose $1,200 a year would be a reasonable average. That's
about average at state-supported institutions charging no
tuition fee. or, at most, $100 in miscellaneous fees. The cost
could get up pretty close to $3,000 a year at the most expensive
private institutions."
He further states that the cost of a college education has, in the
last five years, gone up 33 per cent, and that education costs have recently
been going up at a faster rate of climb than other costs in the general
Atlanta Constitution. January 26, I960, p.5
3
2
Atlanta Constitution. February 10, I960, p,10
John F. Morse, "How you now can Finance a College Education",
U. S. News and World Report (February 1, I960), p. 78
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economy, and there doesn't seem to be any leveling off of this rate ©f
increase.
The above estimates d© not include clothing, amusements, and travel.
Expenses vary widely according to the locality, the type of college, and
the ability of the student t© manage his funds wisely. Tuition rates are
lowest in state universities and colleges, which are supported by taxes.
Some of these institutions are free t© residents of the states in which
they are located. Out-©f-state students usually pay a fee in addition
t© the charge made for residents.
Besides tuition, celleges usually charge other fees for matriculation,
health service, athletics, use of the library and gymnasium, and incidental
fees that entitle the student to the use of the buildings, equipment, and
various services ©f the college. There is often a student activity fee,
which entitles one to admission to home games, athletic events, concerts,
use of the student union building, a subscription t© the c©llege paper,
a c©py of the college yearbook, and other privileges. There may als© be
laboratory fees for those taking certain courses. The total amount ©f fees
varies widely with different institutions.
The cost of board and room is one of the largest items of college
expense. Great numbers of students live in residence halls or dormitories
where rooms are reasonably priced. When they take their meals in the
dormitory, there is usually a single charge for board and room. Where there
are no dormitories @n the campus, college officials assist students in find
ing desirable living quarters in rooming houses ©r private homes,,
Benjamin Fine, How t® be Accepted by the College of your ChoieeCNew 3"©rks
Channel Press, 1957) P» 5
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There are other miscellaneous expenses which may be large or small,
depending upon the individual. There are books and materials to be bought.
This amount varies, of course, with the subjects studied. The cost of
laundry, clothes, personal items, and amusements, can best be estimated
by the student himself according to the way in which he is accustomed to
living.1
According to the New York Times ©f March 24, 1957, the median tuition
charge in 46 state universities for out-of-state students was $412.00. In
the fall of 1956, according to the Times, 2000 ©ut-of-state students could
not be admitted to the University of Connecticut, because of inadequate
facilities. Other states reported similar situations. Crowded conditions
still prevailed in the fall of 1959.2
One frequently hears high school students remark that they would like
to g© to college, but that their families cannot afford t© send them. Young
people who really want an education, are seldom stopped by lack of money.
If ©ne is college material, if he has the desire for further education, and
if he is willing to put forth the necessary effort, he can always find ways
and means ©f financing his ©wn college training.
What are these means? Every year millions of dollars in scholarships
are granted to worthy students to help them meet college expenses. According
to Norman Feingold, scholarship awards are classified into three different
groups general, regional, and special. General scholarships are usually
available to candidates regardless of residence, religion, race, or contem
plated course of study. Regional scholarships require that recipients be
■"■Ibid
2The New York Times. October 11, 1959, Section II, p. 6
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from a certain school or from a particular region. Special scholarships,
may be restricted ©nly to qualified candidates of certain ancestry, reli
gious faith, place of employment, vocational goal, specific organization
membership, and so forth. Other special funds may require recipients t©
study certain subjects. The current trend is toward more scholarships
in engineering, mathematics, and science.
As required qualifications for scholarships, good grades and a need
for scholarships are stressed. In addition, many require students t® d©
well on certain aptitude tests.
Awards are usually made for the stated academic year, and require that
recipients report their programs and maintain certain academic standards
to qualify for the award f©r a second year. Many private funds give a grant
for one semesters work, and renew the award each semester, if the recipient
meets required standards. There are also many funds which specify that
although a candidate becomes a recipient for a particular year, he must
reapply each time he needs an award and compete with present candidates.
Many young persons of limited means must borrow money for their college
education. Since the typical student is unable to furnish the collateral
©r security demanded by banks, he must resort to borrowing from friends,
relatives, or student loan funds. Students who are granted loans by
colleges or universities, must be of outstanding character. They are
generally asked to sign promissory notes and are frequently required to
have the endorsements of one or two reliable citizens. As an indication
©f their need, students who wish to borrow from college funds are often
requested to give a careful accounting of their incomes and expenditures.
^S, Norman Feingold, "Scholarships in the Space Age", Occupational Outlook
Quarterly. 1958
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Usually one must be already enrolled as a student before he is eligible
for a loan from a college. In many instances, loans are available only
to juniors and seniors.
Then, there are a number of agencies, that make loans to college
students. Borrowers from these sources are generally required to meet
certain qualifications as to character, purpose, physical and mental
ability and need. Various churches, parent-teacher associations, and
alumni organizations administer loan funds to college students. In many
communities, college loans are available through the local lodges, chapters,
or clubs of the American Association of University Women, Business and
Professional Women's Clubs, Elks Club, Kiwanis Club, Lions Club, Rotary
Club, and other similar organizations.
In September 1958, the National Befense Education Act was signed,
which set up the National Defense Student Loan Program. Since the begin
ning of the program roughly 100,000 loans have been made. The loans made
last year averaged about $500 per student. Application for these loans is
made at the college of the student's choice, as each college runs its own
loan program, under the general rule that a student must show need for a
loan. The Act specifies that every full-time student at a participating
institution is eligible for consideration, but that he may be granted no
more than he needs to balance his budget. The student may borrow up to
$1,000 per year to balance his budget, although such a large loan would be
rare»
1 Mary F. Detjen and Ervin W. Detjen, Your Plans For the Future.
(New York and London: McGraw-Hill, 1957) P. 76
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This money is interest-£s?ee as long as the student is in full-time
attendance at college, and for one year after he leaves full-time at
tendance* It is also interest-free while he is in military service. It
is interest-free if he goes from undergraduate to graduate school. Be
ginning ©ne year after the date that he finally leaves full-time attendance,
he has 10 years in which t© repay the loan. Interest during that period of
repayment is charged at the rate of 3 per cent a year, on the declining
balance.
Obviously, there are not enough scholarships and l©an funds to help
all the young people wh© would like to g© to c@llege, but who d© n©t have
sufficient cash. However, there are self-help plans, by which students
may reduce their expenses to a comparatively small amount. The students
themselves d© a large part of the necessary work about the college, in
cluding the building and repair work, the janitorial duties, and the
clerical work. On the other hand they are able to find odd jobs in the
communities, in restaurants, filling stations, clerk in stores, baby
sitting, and other similar positions. When the latter is necessary, the
student must be careful that he does not overtax himself physically.
Perhaps it would be better to take more than 4 years to complete a college
2
course, if one is engaged in part-time work.
A change in the family fortunes may require that ®ne shift to a
different community, or to a less expensive school, ©r one might desire
to switch frem a liberal arts college to an engineering, or other pr@-
fessional school, ©r ©ne might be asked to withdraw from a particular
1 John F. Morse. "H©w I©u Npw Can Finance a College Education", U^ S. Mews
Jnd World Report {Feb, 1, I960) p. IB
2 Benjamin Fine, ffow to be Accepted by the College of vour ChoieeCNew York:
Channel Press, 1957) P. 7
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college because of poor grades. If this be the case, one will find
that transfer applicants must complete the same application forms as
other students. The applicant must request official transcripts show
ing evidence of studies pursued at all other colleges or universities
be sent to the Director of Admissions, These transcripts should show
honorable dismissal. Only those applicants will be admitted whose past
records indicate a favorable prospect of successful study with the ©ther
students in the college or university. The colleges and universities
will evaluate for aptitude, achievement, scholastic performance, social
and psychological adjustment.
Courses transferred for credit from other colleges or universities
must have an over-all grade average of "C", The total number of hours
that may be earned toward a degree by either extension @r correspondence
courses or both, are limited therefore, the colleges and universities
reserve the right to restrict the acceptance of the above mentioned type
credits.
In evaluating the transfer student's application for admission, the
schools take into account the student*s total record in high school and
college, the accreditation and general quality of the institutions he
attmded, and his readiness as a person to fit successfully into the student
body of the respective school*
There are six regional accrediting associations. Namely: New England
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, the Middle States Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools, the North Central Association Colleges
and Secondary Schools, the Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher
•''Ibid, 86
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Schools, the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, and
the Western College Association.
All the accrediting associations operate on the basis of standards
or criteria which must be met, before an institution is approved for
membership or recognition. Qualitative standards are employed in an
evaluation. The whold institution is examined. Accreditation, when
granted, therefore, is extended to the institution as a whole. This
accreditation does not necessarily mean, however, that all constitutent
units of the institution are of uniform quality.
The Middle States Association has as its criterion, graduation
from an approved secondary school with a minimum of fifteen units, or
the equivalent of this requirement by rank in the graduating class,
plus examination. The sequences of subject matter for preparatory
training is adapted to the curriculum of the institution where admission
is sought. General scholarship, personality traits and health of the
applicant should be shown by the certificate and application.
The New England Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
requires graduation from an approved secondary school, with a minimum
of 16 units. No particular pattern of high school subjects is required.
The sequences of subject matter for preparatory training are adapted to
the curricula of the various institutions. General scholarship, personality
traits and health of the applicant should be shown by certificate and ap
plication.
The North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Slchools requires
graduation from an approved secondary school with a minimum of 15 acceptable
units. Subject matter sequence will be adapted to the curriculum of the
institution where admission is sought.
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The Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher Schools uses as
its standard, graduation from an accredited high school or preparatory
school, with a minimum of 15 units.
The Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools require
graduation from an approved secondary school with the minimum of fifteen
units, or twelve such units from a three year senior school, or the
equivalent ©f this requirement as shown by examination. The preparatory
subject matter will be adapted to the curriculum of the institution where
2
admission is sought.
The Western College Association uses as a minimum, graduation from
an approved secondary school, meeting one ©f the following: Cl) Completion
of 70 semester periods ( 7 Carnegie Units) of course work, in subjects
other than physical education and military science, with grades of A or B
on a five-point scale, during the last three years in high school,,
(2) Completion of 50 semester periods ( 5 Carnegie Units) of course work,
with grades of A @r B on a five-point scale during the last three years in
high school and attained the twentieth percentile ©n the national norm ©f
a standard college aptitude test.
An applicant who fails to meet these standards may be admitted, if
in the judgment of the appropriate college authorities, he gives promise
of being able to succeed in college. ^
National Committee of Regional Accrediting Agencies of the United States,
Accredited Institutions of Higher Education. September 1, 1959, pp. 2-3
2The Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, Proceedings
of the Sixty Second Annual Meeting (December, 1957) P» 216
3
California Administrative Code. Title 5, Education, Sections 924FF
Letter from Mitchell P. Briggs, Executive Secretary-Treasurer: Western
College Association, Fresn© State College, Fresno, California
Chapter II
PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
The purpose ©f this chapter is to answer the ten questions
concerning the requirements for admission to the schools studied.
The answers to these questions were ascertained by an analysis ©f
the contents of the catalogues and bulletins of the One-hundred-
fifty institutions, showi in Table 1.
TABLE 1
INSTITUTIONS USED IN THIS STUDY CLASSIFIED
ACCORDING TO ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP
Association Membership
Nq. Name of Institution 12 3 4 5 6
1. Adams State College of Colorado x
2. University of Alabama x
3. University ©f Alaska x
4* Albany State College x
5* Alcorn A. and M. College x
6* Appalachian State Teachers College x
7. Ariaona State University
8. The University of Arizona x
9« Arkansas Agricultural and Mechanical x
10. Arkansas Polytechnic College x
11. Arkansas State College x
12. Ball State Teachers College x
13. University of California x
14. Central Michigan University x
15. Central Washington College of Ed. x
16. Chico State College x
17. Clarion State Teachers College *
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TABLE 1 — Continued
Association Membership
No. Name of Institution 12 3 4 5 6
18. The Clems©n Agricultural College x
19» Colorado State College x
20. C©lorado State University x
21. University of Colorado x
22* Concord College x
23• University of Connecticut x
24, Banbury State Teachers College x
25, Delta State College x
26, University of Delaware x
27, East Carolina College x
28, Eastern Illinois University x
29, Eastern Kentucky State College x
30, Eastern Michigan University x
31, Eastern Montana College of Education x
32, Eastern Oregon College x
33, Eastern Washington College x
34, Florida A. and M. University x
35, The Florida State University x
36, The University of Florida x
37• Fresno State College x
38, The University of Georgia x
39, Glenville State College x
40, Grambling College x
41, University of Hawaii x
42, Henderson State Teachers College x
43, University of Idaho x
44, Illinois State Normal x
45, University of Illinois x
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TABLE 1 — Continued
Association Membership
Mo. Name of Institution 12 3 4 5 6
46. Indiana State Teachers College x
47• Indiana University x
48. Iowa State University x
49. State University of Iowa x
50. Jacksonville State College x
51. Jersey City State College x
52. Kansas State Teachers College x
53* University of Kansas x
54* Keene Teachers College x
55. Kent State University x
56. Kentucky State College x
57. The University of Kentucky x
58. Lewis-Clark Normal School x
59. Lincoln University x
60. Louisiana State University x
61. University of Louisville x
62. Los Angeles State College of
Applied Arts and Sciences x
63. Lowell Technological Institute x
64» University of Maine x
65. Mankato State College x
66. University of Maryland x
67* Marshall College x
68. University of Massachusetts . x
69. State Teachers College and
Massachusetts School of Art x
70. Michigan State University x
71. University of Michigan x
72. Middle Tennessee State College x
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Table 1 — Continued
Association Membership
No. Name of Institution 1 2 3 k 5 6
73• University of Minnesota x
74* Mississippi State College for Women x
75• The University of Mississippi x
76# University of Missouri x
77. Montana State College x
78, Montana State University x
79» Moorhead State College x
80, Morgan State C@llege x
81 • Murray State College x
82* Nebraska State Teachers College, Chadron x
83. Nebraska State Teachers College, Peru x
84, Nebrasks State Teachers College, Wayne x
85» University of Nevada x
86, University of New Hampshire x
87* New Mexico Highlands University x
88, New Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology x
89, The University of New Mexico x
90, State University of New York, Fredonia x
91» State University of New York, Buffalo x
92, The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill x
93* University of North Carolina, Greensboro x
94» University of North Dal®ta x
95• Northern Illinois University x
96, Northern Michigan College x
97, Northwestern State College x
98, Ohio University x
99» Ohio State University x
100. Oklahoma State University x
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TABLE 1 ~ Continued
No. Name of Institution
101. Oklahoma College for Women x
102. The university of Oklahoma v
103* Oregon College @f Education x
104» university of Oregon x
105. The Southern Oregon College x
106. Plymouth Teachers College x
107. Purdue University x
108. University of Rhode Island x
109. Rhode Island College of Education x
HO. Rutgerss The State University x
111. Sacramento State College x
112. San Jose State College x
113. Savannah State College x
114. Shepherd College x
115. South Carolina State College x
116. University of South Carolina x
117• South Dakota Schools ©f Mines
and Technology x
118. Southeastern Louisiana College x
119# Southern Illinois University x
120. Southern State Teachers College x
121. Southwest Missouri State College x
122. Southwest Texas State College x
123. Southeastern State College x
124. Southern State College x
125. State Teachers C@llege, Mansfield x
126. State Teachers College, Dickinson x
127. State Normal and Industrial College x
128. State University of South Dakota x
129. State College for Women, Milledgeville x
130. State University of Iowa x
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TABLE 1 — Continued
No. Name of Institution
Association Membership
12 3 4 5 6
131. St. Cloud State College
132. University of Tennessee
133. Texas Southern University
134. The University of Texas
135. Troy State College
136. Valdosta State College
137. University of Vermont
138. Virginia Polytechnic Institute
139. Virginia State College
140. The University of Virginia
141• State College of Washington
142. University of Washington
143. Western Carolina College
144. Western State College of Colorado
145. Western Illinois University
146. Western Kentucky State
147. West Virginia State College
148. The College of William and Mary
149. Willlmantic State Teachers College

















Total 13 9 63 15 43 7 150
Footnotes to Tablet
Code 1- Middle States Association
Code 2- New England Association
Code 3- North Central Association
Code 4- Northwest Association
Code 5- Southern Association
Code 6- Western Association
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Procedure used and materials required in making application,-- The
first problem as set forth in questions one and two, with which this study-
concerned itself, was that of ascertaining the necessary steps to take,
and materials required in making application*
The writer found that each school urged its prespective student t©
first discuss his plans for college with his school principal or counselor.
If it seems reasonable for him to consider attending a certain institution,
he should write to the Office of Admissions, ©f the college of his choice,
and request appropriate announcements and application forms. The student
should give his age, amount of education to date, his educational plans,
and other pertinent information that the ©ffice will need in order to
select the printed materials that he should receive, to guide him in his
further planning.
Every applicant must fill out an application for admission, and ask
the school or schools he has attended previously to send official transcripts
©f record to the office of admission. Transfer students must complete the
same application forms as ©ther students, and must report all college work
previously attempted. These transcripts should show honorable dismissal
from the school or schools last attended. Only those applicants will be
admitted, whose past records indicate a favorable prospect ©f successful
study with the ©ther students in the institution, after a careful evaluation
for aptitude, achievement, scholastic performance and social and psychological
adjustment is made.
The Application f©r Admission, includes information as follows: Personal
Data, Family Data, Education and Experience, College Plans, Physical Condition,
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Military Service Data, Residence Data, Autobiography, Recommendation of
Principal, and Cumulative Records based ®n test scores*
There are other items to be considered in some schools however, as
indicated in TABU! 2.
TABLE 2
OTHER REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
Association Membership
12 3 4 5 6
Application Fee Charged 10 2 11 6 12 2
Personal Interview 8 4 3 0 2 0
Certificate of Residence 4 2 0 0 6 3
References other than that ©f
Principal 2 1 2 0 11 0
Code 1- Middle States Association
Code 2- New England Association
Code 3- N©rth Central Association
Code 4- Nsrthwest Association
Code 5- Southern Association
Gbde 6— Western Association
Totals are not shown in TABLE 2, because none of these items is
mutually exclusive, and numbers are in excess compared to the number of
schools under study, therefore totals would be misleading.
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An application fee is charged which is non-refundable in forty-three
of the schools studied* The lowest fee shown was that of $2,00 at Southern
State Teachers College, A fee of $5.00 is charged at Kent State University
>
Ohi© University, Ohio State University, Ball State Teachers College, Rutgers
State College, State University of New York, University of Connecticut,
University ©f Delaware, Jersey City State College, University of California,
Alcorn A. and M. College, Florida A# and ^University, and the University
©f Florida.
To all transfer students, The University of New Mexic® charges a fee
of $5.00, for making an application, while the University of Nevada charges
only $3.00. To an non-residents, Colorado State College charges a $10.00
fee, but Purdue University charges a fee of $20.00. Lewis-Clark Normal
charges $5.00, University of Idaho $5.00, An $8.00 application fee is charged
by the University of Hawaii, if the student is admitted by examination.
A fee of $10.00 is charged by the following schools: University of
Missouri, University of Maine, University of Vermont, Lowell Technological
Institute, State Teachers College and Massachusetts School of Art, Montana
State College, University ©f Nevada, Montana State University, East Carolina
College, The University of North Carolina, and the University of Florida,
College ©f Medicine. A fee ©f $15.00 is charged at Oklahoma State University#
A fee of $25.00 is changed by: Eastern Michigan University, Clarion State
Teachers College, State Teachers College (Mansfield, Pa.), Albany State
College, Savannah State College, The University ©f Georgia, and Valiosta
State College.
The highest fee found among the 150 institutions, was that ©f $100.00,
charged by the University of Virginia.
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Personal Interview was stressed as being desirable at the University
of Michigan, Purdue University, Danbury State Teachers, Keene Teachers
College, Plymouth Teachers College, Willimantic State Teachers College,
University of Illinois, Clarion State Teachers College, Lowell Technological,
Rhode island College of Education, State Teachers Massachusetts School of
Art, State University of New York, Jersey City State College, State Teachers
College of Mansfield, Pa., Albany State, Savannah State, and State University
©f New York, at Fredonia, New York.
Each application has questions covering residence data, but some schools
require a certificate of residence signed by the Ordinary Clerk of the county
in which the applicant lives, showing that such applicant is a bona-fida
resident of such county. These schools ares The University of Massachusetts,
University of New Hampshire, Lowell Technological Institute, Morgan State
College, University of Connecticut, University of Delaware, Fresno State
College, Sacramento State College, University of California, Savannah State
College, State College for Women, University of Georgia, Florida State University,
Western Carolina College, and University of North Carolina,
All colleges expect self-discipline and self-direction of its students.
In most cases, the beginning students will find many resources to assist him
in acquiring dependable self control. The profession of teaching, for which
most colleges are preparing students, requires the highest standards of good
citizenship and moral character. To this end the Administrations encourage
religion, morality and knowledge as the foundation for a good life.
Students of a state supported university, have an important responsibility
to the citizens, who help pay for their education, and to each otherj and
their conduct both on and off the campus, should reflect this responsibility.
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Among the circumstances which indicate passible dismissal from
the Arizona State University, a member ©f the North Central Association,
are: "Whenever a student,
1. deliberately endangers ©r seriously threatens the life @r
physical safety of others or self
2. leads or participates actively in destructive mob action
3* has serious or repeated difficulties with law enforcement
authorities
4, commits sexual immorality
5# refuses to cooperate in efforts made to help him adjust to
college responsibilities, or persists in conduct which though
perhaps less flagrant violation than items 1 through 4>
eventually would serve to discredit the University and/or
fellow students."
Willimantic State Teachers College, located at Willimantic, Connecticut,
and accredited by the New England Associati©n ©f Colleges and Secondary
Schools, states that, "Faith in our democratic institutions is the keystone
of the faculty effort. Each student is assisted to understand his own
abilities and potential effectiveness, so that he can assume the duties
and privileges ©f citizenship and make a significant contribution to his
state and nation. The professional aim of the college is to prepare teachers
who will not be "just classroom teachers," but socially responsible members
of the community who will look upon their schools, as media for the highest
type of social service in a democratic society."
A member of the Northwest Association, the University of Alaska, says
of student conduct, that "It is the university's policy to give its students
as much freedom of individual expression and action as is consistent with
their maximum growth and with the welfare of the University. Students are
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expected, individually and collectively, to maintain this freedom by the
exercise ©f that self-discipline which is imposed by a sense of social
responsibility. Most students find it relatively easy to adjust to the
privileges and responsibilities of university citizenship. For those who
find this process more difficult, the University attempts to provide
such counsel as the student needs to gain insight and confidence in ad
justing to his new environment. In some cases, when a student is unable
or unwilling to assume his social responsibilities as a citizen in the
university community, the institution may terminate his enrollment,"
A member of the Middle States Association, State University of New
York, lists as two of its objectives:
1, To aid the student to develop a personality that will prepare
him for leadership in the school and the community,
2, To encourage the student to develop a guiding philosophy of
education and of life.
The University of California, a member of the Western College
Association, says that "When a student enters the university, it is taken
for granted by the authorities that he has an earnest purpose, and that his
conduct will bear out this presumption. If, however, he should be guilty
of unbecoming behavior, or should neglect his academic duties, the authorities
will take such action, as in their opinion, his conduct warrants,
Albany State College of the Southern Association, provides student
personell services which purpose to individualize experiences in higher
education to the point where students will become increasingly self-
directing and successful in making and realizing worthwhile plans for
themselves and for society.
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In light of the foregoing, some schools require submission of
references from two or three people on prescribed forms, which shall
certify that the applicant is of good moral character, and bears a
good reputation in the community in which he resides. These schools
ares New Mexic© Institute of Mining and Techn@logy, Oklahoma State
University, University of Maine, Rutgers State College, Jersey City
State College, Middle Tennessee State College, Mississippi State
College for Women, The University ©f Morth Carolina(Gr@ensb©r®)f
College of William and Mary, the University of Alabama, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute, Valdosta State College, and the University
of Morth Carolina (Chapel Hill)#
Some schools, particularly in Georgia, require submission of
certificates from two citizens alumni of the institution that ©ne
desires to attend on prescribed forms which shall certify that each
of such alumni is personally acquainted with the applicant. These
schools are the,University of Georgia, Savannah State and Valdosta
State College,
Non-Residents of the state applying for admission to these
schools, must submit a similar certificate from two alumni of the
institution, @r from tw© reputable citizens of the community in which
the applicant resides.
General Health Standards of each -School»*— Student health service
is available at all of the schools. The purpose is t© conserve the
time @f students for their classwork and studies, by preventing and
treating acute illnesses* In most cases it is staffed by at least
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©ne full time physician and a nurse. In some instances the physician
is ©nly part-time. Most new students are required t© have a complete
physical examination, including a chest x-ray, and in some cases, show
evidence of a recent smallpox vaccination. The student makes his own
arrangements for these examinations and pays the physician. In addition,
most c©lleges maintain a close relationship with hospitals and selected
medical specialists as an additional safeguard to the health ©f its
students. There is also a Group Health and Accident Insurance Policy,
which is made available to full time students, in most institutions.
In some cases the coverage is not compulsory, but in many cases all
students must enroll, as in the case at State University of New York
at Buffalo, or they must present evidence of membership in some other
satisfactory health and hospital insurance plan.
The colleges and universities also offer instruction in health and
conduct a program of recreation and sports. There are also infirmaries
provided with a number of beds and ample clinic treatment rooms pro
viding diagnostic aids such as x-ray and laboratory services*
Some schools charge a medical fee. For this fee the student is
given medical and surgical care for less serious acute illnesses. If
an illness requires the services of an outside physician (major surgery,
fractures, and some very serious medical conditions), the cost must be
borne by the student.
TABLE 3, gives a description of health requirements /is related t©
admission to the one-hundred-fifty institutions studied.
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TABLE 3
A DESCRIPTION OF THE HEALTH REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO THE INSTITUTIONS
UNDER STUDY
~~ " Association Membership Total
12 3 4 5 6
Physical Examination 3 3 38 2 16 1 63
No Physical Examination 0 0 5 0 0 0 5
Physical Examination and
Health Certificate 8 3 15 7 14 0 47
Physical Examination
Health Certificate and
Health Fee 115 2 6 2 17
Physical Examination
and Health Fee 1 0 0 4 7 3 15
No Physical Examination
Health Certificate nor
Health Fee 0 2 0 0 0 1 3
Total 13 9 63 15 43 7 150
Code 1- Middle States Association
Code 2- Hew England Association
Code 3~ North Central Association
Code 4— Northwest Association
Code 5- Southern Association
Code 6- Western Association
In the Middle States Association, physical examinations only are
required by, Jersey City State College, State Teachers College (Mansfield,
Pennsylvania), and the University of Delaware. Physical examination and
health certificate are required by Clarion State Teachers College, Lowell
Technological Institute, Rhode Island College of Education, State Teachers
College and Massachusetts School of Art, Rutgers State College, State
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University of Mew York (Buffalo), University of Connecticut, and the
State University of Mew York (Fredonia).
In the New England Association, physical examination only, is
required by the University of Maine, University of New Hampshire, and
the University of Vermont. Physical examination and health certificate
are required by Keene Teachers College, University of Massachusetts and
Willimantic State Teachers College. Physical examination, health cer
tificate and health fee are required at Danbury State Teachers College,
with Plymouth Teachers College and the University of Rhode Island show
ing no indication of either requirement.
In the Worth Central Association, a physical examination only, is
required.byi Adams State College of Colorado, Arizona State University,
Arkansas Polytechnic College, Central Michigan University, Eastern
Illinois University, Eastern Michigan University, Glenville State
College, Kent State University, Nebraska State Teachers College, North
western Gtate College, Hew Mexico Highlands University, Mebraska State
Teachers College (Chadron), Shepherd College, St. Cloud State College,
Southeastern State College, State Teachers College (Dickinson, N. Dakota),
The University of Arizona, University of Minnesota, University of Morth
Dakota, University of Wisconsin, The University of New Mexico, Nebraska
State Teachers College, University of Colorado, Mew J^exieo Institute of
Mining and Technology, diversity of Illinois, University of Kansas,
Southern State Teachers College, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology,
Indiana University, Mankato iitate College, the University of Oklahoma,
University of Michigan, Oklahoma states University, Oklahoma College for
Women, Colorado State College, Lincoln University, loorhead State College,
and Northwestern State College
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The following schools in this association, require no physical
examination: Arkansas State College, Southwest Missouri State College,
State University of South Dakota, State Normal and Industrial College,
and Southern Illinois University*
Both physical examination and health certificates are required at
the following schools: Concord College, Indiana State Teachers College,
Illinois State Normal, Kansas State Teachers College, Michigan State
University, Northern Michigan College, Northern Illinois University,
Ohio University, State University of Iowa, Arkansas Agricultural and
Mechanical College, Western State College of Colorado, Western Illinois
University, Ohio State University, University ©f Missouri and I@wa State
University,
Physical examination, health certificate and health fee are required
in the following schools in this Association: Colorado State University,
Henderson State Teachers College, Marshall College, Purdue University,
Ball State Teachers College.
In the Northwest Association, physical examination ©nly, is required
at the State College of Washington and Montana State University. Physical
examination and health certificate are required by: Eastern Oregon College,
Oregon College of Education, The Southern Oregon College, University of
Idaho, University of Washington, University of Alaska, University of Oregon,
Physical examination, health certificate and health fee are required by
Lewis-Clark Normal School and Montana State College. Physical examination
and health fee, are required by Eastern Montana College of Education,
Eastern Washington College of Education, University of Nevada, and Central
Washington College of Education.
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In the Southern Association, a physical examination only, is
required by the following schools: Delta State College, Eastern
Kentucky State College, Florida A. and M, University, Grambling
College, Kentucky State College, Louisiana State University, Middle
Tennessee State College, Murray State College, Southeastern Louisiana
College, Southwest Texas State College, University of Virginia,
University of Florida, University of Louisville, Western Kentucky
State, West Virginia State, and Virginia State College.
A physical examination and health certificate are required by:
Jacksonville State College, Mississippi State College for Women,
Northwestern State G©llege, South Carolina State College, the University
©f Texas, University of Mississippi, Texas Southern University, the
University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill), the Hniversity of Alabama,
Florida State University, University of Tennessee, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute, Western Carolina College, and the Clemson Agricultural College*
A physical examination, health certificate and health fee are required
by* Albany State College, Alcorn A. and M. College, Appalachian State
Teachers College, East Carolina College, Valdosta State College, the Universi
ty of North Carolina, and the College of William and Mary,
In the Western Association, physical examination only, is required
by, San Jose State College, Physical examination, vaccination certificate
and health fee are required by, Sacramento State College, and the University
©f California, Physical examination and health fee are required by Chic©
State College, Fresno State College and the University of Hawaii,
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Age Limits,—The third question of this study was concerned with
the minimum and maximum age limits, if any, as required for entrance
to college. One hundred twenty-nine schools showed no indication of
a minimum age limit, if the applicant has completed his high school
work. However, fourteen indicate that the applicant should be at
least sixteen years old. These schools are: Arizona State University,
The University of Arizona, University of Illinois, State University of
New York, Montana State College, Appalachian State Teachers College,
East Carolina College, Middle Tennessee State College, The University
of Georgia, The University of North Carolina, University of Tennessee,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Valdosta State College and The University
of North Carolina.
Three schools specify a minimum age limit of at least 15 years old.
They ares Oklahoma College for Women, Jersey City State College and
Savannah State College. Iowa State University specifies 17 years as the
minimum age limit, and The University of Connecticut 18 years for certain
schools*
Adults 21 years of age or over, who have not completed their high
school work, are widely accepted upon passing general intelligence and
English placement tests. However, Albany State College, Savannah State
College, University of Georgia, and Valdosta State College maintain that
no person shall be admitted after he has reached 21 years of age. Excep
tion is made for veterans or teachers notwithstanding their age, subject,
however, to limitations or regulations as the Board of Regents may prescribe.
TABLE 4, shows the schools under study having minimum and maximum age
limits.
TABLE 4
MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM AGE LIMITS FOR SCHOOLS UNDER STUDY





1. Albany State College
2. Appalachian State Teachers College 16 years
3. Arizona State University 16 years
4. East Carolina College . 16 years
5. University of Arizona 16 years
6. University of Connecticut 18 years
7. University @f Georgia 16 years
8# University of Illinois 16 years
9. I©wa State University 17 years
10, Jersey City State College 15 years
11. Montana State College 16 years
12* Middle Tennessee State 16 years
13. State University of New York,
Buffalo, New York 16 years
14. State University of New York,
Fredonia, New York 16 years
15. University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 16 years
16. University of North Carolina
Greensboro, North Carolina 16 years
17. Oklahoma College for Women 15 years
18. Savannah State College 15 years
19. University of Tennessee 16 years
20. Valdosta State College 16 years






Entrance Examinations.—The fourth question of this study presents
the problem of ascertaining the schools which require examinations for
entrance to college. Most new candidates for admission as beginning
freshmen and transfer candidates with previous college attendance, are
required to stand entrance examinations of some description. Of the
one-hundred-fifty institutions studied, one-hundred thirty-four, require
the passing of the College Entrance Examination, or in the case of an
adult over 21, who is a non-high school graduate, or a veteran, the
General Education Development Test is used.
Shepherd College, a member of the North Central Association requires
the School and College Ability Test and the American Council on Education
Psychological Examination. Southern State College, a member of the same
association, requires examinations for only those students over 21, who
are not high school graduates. The University of Illinois requires entrance
examinations only to remove deficiencies. Southern Illinois University
require examinations only for veterans or non-graduates. The State College
of Washington, a member of the Northwest Association require examinations
only for non-residents. Sixteen schools made no mention of examinations
for entrance.
TABLE 5, shows the schools whose catalogues or bulletins made no
mention of examination as a requirement for entrance.
TABLE 5
INSTITUTIONS REQUIRING OR NOT REQUIRING ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
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1. Appalachian State Teachers College
2. Jacksonville State College
3. Kentucky State College
4. Keene Teachers College
5. Louisiana State University
6. Montana State University
7. Northern Michigan State College
8. University of New Hampshire
9. Ohio State University
10. Oregon College of Education
11. University of Illinois
12. St. Cloud State College
13. Southeastern State College.
14. Southern Illinois University
15. Texas Southern University
16. State College of Washington

















Total 16 134 150
Types of Admission.—The fifth question concerns itself with the types
of admission available to students. There are a number of methods by which
admission to undergraduate standing in these 150 colleges and universities
may be obtainedj in each case the general requirements such as minimum, or
maximum age limit, character, health, general tests, and high school cre
dentials must be fulfilled. These methods might be classified as follows:
1, Regular or Unconditional Admission.—By presenting a
diploma of graduation from an accredited high school
with the recommendation of the principal. The applicant
must also meet the specific requirements for admission
to the school or college of his choice.
2. Conditional or Provisional Admission*— Students having
less than the required maximum of units for high school
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graduation, or those having a low average, are admitted
to freshman standing on condition that their work proves
satisfactory during the first year in college,
3. Admission by Examination*— If the applicant cannot meet
all requirements for admission as a regular student, he
must remove all deficiencies either by passing entrance
examinations in the subjects lacking, or by securing the
necessary credit in another acceptable manner.
4. Admission with Advanced Standing, or as a Transfer
Student.--Students from accredited colleges, teachers
colleges and universities, who have pursued college
courses equivalent to those of the college or university
considered, and who have been granted honorable dismissal
from their former institutions may be admitted with ad
vanced standing. Complete credentials of both their high
school and college work must be submitted to the Dean of
Admissions. A student who has failed in his work at
another institution and is not entitled to continue there
generally will not be admitted. Others may be admitted
to advanced "standing by examinations if the applicant is
from an approved school.
5. Admission as a Special Student or an Unclassified Student.
Some state colleges will consider for admission on a special
basis, any person who is a legal resident of the respective
state and is at least 21 years of age, and can show evidence
of possessing sufficient ability to do work on the college
level. On the other hand, experienced teachers and other
students with equivalent training who have not met entrance
requirements may be matriculated as unclassified students,
but before any certificate or diploma may be granted to
such students, all entrance deficiencies must have been
removed.
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6. Admission as an Auditor.—Applicants to audit courses
may be admitted provided they meet the entrance re
quirements of the respective college of university.
7. Admission as a Guest.— One who is regularly matriculated
at another college and in good standing, may be admitted
as a guest student. The student assumes full resonsibili-
ty for detenning whether or not the courses he takes at a
particular college, will apply in his program of study.
A guest matriculant is generally urged to have the courses
to be taken approved in advance by the Registrar of the
college to which the credits are to be transferred.
TABLE 6, gives a description of the distribution of the various types
of admission in the schools under study.
TABLE 6
TYPES OF ADMISSION IN INSTITUTIONS UNDER STUDY
- Association Membership
Regular Admission
Conditional or Provisional Admission
Admission by Examination
Admission with Advanced Standing or
as a Transfer Stodent
Admission as a Special Student
Admission as an Auditor
Admission as a Guest
All Institutions
2 0 26 6 1 1
5 3 16 5 15 7
13 B 56 15 42 7
6 2 25 12 33 7
3 1 6 11 15 7
0 0 10 0 0
Code 1- Middle States Association
Code 2- New England Association
Code 3- North Central Association
Code 4— Northwest Association
Code 5— Southern Association
Code 6- Western Association
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All schools have regular or unconditional admission. All grant
admission with advanced standing, or as a transfer student,except the
following: Delta State College, Concord College, Eastern Illinois
University, Indiana State Teachers College, Marshall College, North
western State College, Western Illinois University, Ohio State University
and Plymouth Teachers College. Only one school, Eastern Michigan
University, made mention of Admission as & Guest.
The catalogues from the following schools indicated that students
had the privilege of enrolling as Auditors: Lowell Technological Insti
tute, State Teachers College and Massachusetts School of Art, University
©f Connecticut, Danbury State Teachers College, Central Michigan University
Colorado State College, Concord College, Eastern Michigan University,
Indiana State Teachers College, Mew Mexico Highlands University, Shepherd
College, University of North Dakota, University of Wisconsin, New MexLc©
Institute of Mining and Technology, University of Illinois, University
of Kansas, Southern State Teachers College, University of Michigan, Universi
ty of Missouri.
In the Middle States Association, Conditional or Provisional Admission
is permitted by: Morgan State College and the University of Connecticut,
while none of the schools studied holding membership in the New England
Association provided for Conditional or Provisional Admission,
Under the North Central Association, the following twenty six sch@©ls
permitted Conditional or Provisional Admission, They are: Adams State
C©llege of Colorado, Arizona State University, Arkansas Polytechnic C®llegef
Arkansas State College, Colorado State College, Colorado State University,
Concord College, Eastern Illinois University, Glenvllle State College,
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Henderson State Teachers College, Kent State University, Lincoln
University, Michigan State University, Northern Michigan College,
Nebraska State Teachers College, State University of Iowa, Southern
State College, University of Arizona, University of Wisconsin,
University of New Mexico, Nebraska State Teachers College, State
College of Colorado, University of Kansas, University of Oklahoma,
State University of South Dakota, and Iowa State University,
Of the schools studied that were members of the Northwest Associa
tion, the following six institutions grant Conditional or Provisional
Admission: Eastern Montana College of Education, Lewis-Clark Normal
School, Montana State College, University of Idaho, University of
Hefeada, and Montana State University.
Louisiana State University, is the only institution in the Southern
Association that made mention of Conditional Admission and Chico State
College, the only institution that grants such admission in the Western
Association,
Admission by Examination is granted by the following institutions:
Morgan State College, State Teachers College and Massachusetts School
of Art, Rutgers State College, University of Connecticut, and University
of Maryland, all members of the Middle States Association,
In the New England Association, Danbury State Teachers College,
University of New Hampshire, and the University of Vermont will admit
students by examination*
Adams State College of Colorado, Arkansas Polytechnic College,
Arkansas State College, Central Michigan University, Colorado State College,
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Colorado State University, Concord College, Eastern Michigan University,
Glenville State College, Henderson State Teachers College, Kansas State
Teachers College, Lincoln University, Marshall College, New Mexico High
lands University, Northern Michigan College, Ohio University, State
University of Iowa, Shepherd College, St. Gl@ud State College, South
eastern State College, Southern State College, University of Arizona,
University of Minnesota, University of New Mexico, Arkansas Agricultural
and Mechanical College, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology,
Western State College of Colorado, University of Illinois, University of
Kansas, Southern State Teachers College, Indiana University, Mankato
State College, Western Illinois University, State Normal and Industrial
College, Ohio State University, University of Michigan, University of
Missouri, Iowa State University and Ball State Teachers College, all
grant admission by examination.
Members of the Nortttawest Association, Central Washington College of
Education, Lewis-Clark Normal School, Montana State College, University of
Idaho and the University of Alaska, will admit students by examination.
In the Southern Association, the following institutions admit students
by examinations Albany State College, Appalachian State Teachers College,
Eastern Kentucky State College, Louisiana State University, Middle Tennessee
State College, Murray State College, Southwest Texas State College, South
Carolina State College, University of Florida, University of Tennessee,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, The Clemson Agricultural College, Troy
State College, Virginia State College, and West Virginia State College,
All schools studied in the Western Association admit students by
examination*
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Admission as a Special Student or Unclassified Student is permitted
bys Lowell Technological Institute, Morgan State College, University of
Delaware, University of Maryland, Jersey City State College, and the State
University of New YorS^, all members of the Middle States Association.
New England Association schools which grant admission to Special
or Unclassified Students are Danbury State Teachers College and the
University of New Hampshire*
The institutions granting admission to Special or Unclassified students,
which are members of the North Central Association inelude: Arizona State
University, Central Michigan University, Colorado State University, Eastern
Michigan University, Indiana State Teachers College, Kansas State Teachers
College, Lincoln University, Nebraska State Teachers College, Northwestern
State College, New Mexico Highlands University, Northern Michigan College,
Southeastern State College, Southern State College, Southwest Missouri State
College, State Teachers College, University of Arizona, University of Minnesota,
Nebraska State Teachers College, Hew Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology,
Western State College of Colorado, University of Illinois, University of
Kansas, Southern State Teachers College, South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology, and Indiana University,
All of the schools studied in the Northwest Association will admit
Special or Unclassified students except the following! iiastern Oregon
College, Oregon College of Education and the University of Nevada.
All schools studied in the Southern Association will admit Special
or Unclassified students, except the following: Albany State College,
Appalachian state Teachers College, East Carolina College, Kentucky State
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College, Southwest Texas State College, University- of Texas, The
College of William and Mary, Valdosta State College, Western Carolina
College, and the Clemson Agricultural College.
Special or Unclassified Students are admitted in all schools
under study which are members of the Western Association,
Out-of-state Applicants^--. The sixth question of this study,
was to describe the requirements for out-of-state applicants. These
students follow the same procedure for admission as do resident students,
in all schools under study, but there is normally a fee charged. It
might be in the form of tuition, or it might be an extra out-of-state
fee added to the sum total. These special fees are itemized under tuition,
fees, room and board and total expenses, in TABLE 7 of this thesis.
The state colleges and universities seem to be pleased to have appli
cants from out-of-state, but first preference is given to state resident
students,
Out-of-state applicants should apply early, and as at the University
of Michigan, not later than six months before the time of enrollment. To
qualify in most cases, they must stand in the top third of their high
school graduating class. At the University of Massachusetts, they must
take the College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test and three achievement tests
not later than March of the year they expect to enter. Scores of 500 or
better on such tests are satisfactory for admission.
The University of California requires out-of-state applicants to have
maintained a grade point average of 2,8 in college subjects, plus an average
score above 500 on the College Entrance Examination Board Scholastic Aptitude
Test, before they will be admitted with advanced standing.
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Fees. Tuition. Room and Board.—- The seventh question of this study
concerns itself with the fees, tuition and room and board, charged at
each individual school under study. TABLE 7, shows the yearly fixed cost
of these items in the one-hundred-fifty colleges and universities used.
In addition to these fixed costs, there are other expenses, such as books
and supplies, clothing, laundry, transportation, fraternity or club dues.
These "other expenses" vary considerably in amount in accordance with
individual management and circumstance.
In most of the schools under study, tuition is not charged to students
who are residents of the state in which the school is located. Instead,
fees constitute the greater portion of expense other than room and board.
In some instances, tuition and fees are treated as separate items, while
others combine the two.
An out-of-state fee is charged in most of the schools to those students
who are residents of another state, and is shown in TABLE 7 as an addition
to the original total.
Middle Tennessee State College and East Carolina College do no have
a cafeteria, thus the amount shown in this table indicate room rent only.
Rhode Island College of Education, Jersey City State College, Los Angeles
State College of Applied Arts and Sciences and San Jose State College, do
not have dormitory facilities.
The total annual expenses at these schools range from $387 to $1,830.
They are distributed as follows: Tuition from $30 to $1,040, Room and Board




FIXED COST PEE TEAR AT INSTITUTIONS UNDER STUDY
Name of Institution Tuition Fees R&B Total 2ut7of Total
; ; ; State
1, Adams State College of Colorado
2, University of Alabama
3, University of Alaska
4* Albany State College
5* Alcorn A. and M. College
6. Appalachian State Teachers College
7. Arizona State University
8. University of Arizona
9. Arkansas Agricultural and Mechanical
10, Arkansas Polytechnic College
11* Arkansas State College










































































Ig. University of California
14. Central Michigan University
15. Central Washington College of Ed,
16. Chico State College
17. Clarion State Teachers College
18. Clemson Agricultural College
19. Colorado State College
20. Colorado State University
21. University of Colorado
22. Concord College
23. University of Connecticut
24. Danbury State Teachers College
25. Delta State College

























































































Name of Institution Tuition Fees B&B Total
Out-of
State Total
27. East Carolina College
28» Eastern Illinois University
29. Eastern Kentucky State
30. Eastern Michigan University
31. Eastern Montana College of Education
32. Eastern Oregon College
33. Eastern Washington College
34. Florida A. and M, University
35. The Florida State University
36. The University of Florida
37» Fresno State College
38. University of Georgia
39. Glenville State College
40. Grabbling College




























































































Name of Institution Tuition Fees B&B Total !Mtif Total
42. Henderson State Teachers College
43. University of Idaho
44* Illinois State Normal
45. University of Illinois
46* Indiana State Teachers College
47. Indiana University
4S« Iowa State University
49. State University of Iowa
50. Jacksonville State College
51. Jersey City State College
52. Kansas State Teachers College
53. University of Kansas
54. Keen© Teachers College
55* Kent State University
56, Kentucky State College
-0- $150 $520 $670
-0- 140 600 740
-0- 160 700 860
-200- 820 lp.20
-0- 147 720 867
-0- 210 770 980
-0- 225 760 985
-0- 400 870 3.270
-0- 130 392 522
-0- 150 *» 150
-0- 134 584 71a
-0- 206 720 926
180 35 500 715
-0- 270 660 930































Name of Institution Tuition Fees B&B' Total State Total
57. The University of Kentucky
58. Lewis-Clark Normal School
59. Lincoln University
60. Louisiana State University
61. University of Louisville
62. Los Angeles State College of
Applied Arts and Sciences
63. Lowell Technological Institute
64. University of Maine
65. Mankato State College
66. University of Maryland
67. Marshall College
68. University of Massachusetts
69. State Teachers College and
Massachusetts School of Art























































































Name of Institution Tuition Pees Total
f
Total
71* University of Michigan
72. Middle Tennessee State College
73♦ University of Minnesota
74» Mississippi State College for Women
75* University of Mississippi
76. University of Missouri
77. Montana State College
78. Montana State Uiaiversity
79. ^oorhead State College
80. Morgan State College
81. Murray State College
82. Nebraska State Teachers College
(Chadron)
83. Nebraska State Teachers College
C Peru)





































































180 460 640 280 920




Name of Institution Tuition Fees B&B Total State Tptal
85. University of Nevada
86. University of New Hampshire
87. New Mexico Highlands University
88. New Mexico Institute of Mining
89* The University of lew Mexico
90v State University of New York
(Fredonia)
91. State University of New York
(Buffalo)
92. University of ferth Carolina, Chapel Hill
93* University ©f North Carolina, Greensboro
94. University of North Dakota
95. Northern Illinois University
96. Northern Michigan College
























































































Tuition Fees R&B Total State Total
99» Ohio Stats University
100. Oklahoma State University
101* Oklahoma College for Women
102. The University ©f Oklahoma
103. Oregon College of Education
104. University of Oregon
105. The Southern Oregon C@llege
106. Plymouth Teachers College
107. Purdue University
108. University of Hiode Island
109* Ihode Island College of Education
110. Rutgers: The State University
111. Sacramento State College
- $290 - $ 900 $1,190 $ 375
-0- 192 560 752 288
108 10 540 658 108



















































Tuition Fees B&B Total State Total
112. San Jose State College
113. Savannah State College
114. Shepherd College
115. South Carolina State College
116. University of South Carolina
117. South Dakota Schools of Mines and Technology
118* Southeastern Louisiana College
119. Southern Illinois University
120. Southern State Teachers College
121. Sout&west Texas State College
122. Southwest Missouri State College
123. Southeastern State College
124» Southern State College
$ 59 $ 650 $ 709 $1,359 $ 180 $1,539
-0- 183 501 684 -0- 684
-$192- 496 688 -0- 688
80 80 385 545 250 795
80 120 500 700 170 870
150 120 540 810 120 930
-0- 62 484 546 200 746
- 164- 750 914 150 1,064
198 70 275 543 366 909
- 137- 464 601 437 1,038
-0- 99 548 647 75 722
-0- 144 315 459 224 683
198 70 275 543 366 909
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TABLE 7 (Continued)
Name of Institution Tuition Fees ft&B
Out-of
Total State Total
125. State Teachers College, Mansfield, Pennsylvania -0- $200
126. State Teachers College, Dickinson, M@rth Dakota -0- 96
127. State Normal and Industrial College -0- 137
128. State University of South Dakota $150 92
129. State College for Women, Milledgeville, Georgia 171
130# State University of Iowa
131. St. Cloud State College
132. University of Tennessee
133. Texas Southern University
134. The University of Texas
135. Troy State College
136. Valdosta State College














$828 $1,028 $208 $1,236
405 501 75 576
450 587 -0- 587
490 732 120 852
450 621 300 921
870 1,270 260 1,530
570 723 135 858
750 975 300 %^5
383 527 300 827








Name of Institution Tuition Fees BftB Total
Out-of
State Total
138. Virginia Polytechnic Institute
139. Virginia State College
140. The University of Virginia
141. State College of Washington
142. University of Washington
143. Western Carolina College
144. Western State College of Colorado
145. Western Illinois University
146. Western Kentucky State
147. West Virginia State College
148. The College of William and Mary
149. Willimantic State Teachers College















































































*** Tuition and Fees
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Number of Units Recommended or Required.— The eighth question
of this thesis concerns itself with the number of units of high school work,
and the specific courses recommended or required for entrance in the schools
under study. TABLE g, gives a description of these institutions in this
respect,
A member of the Middle States Association, the University of New York,
at Buffalo, recommends, in addition to fifteen units, a high school program
which reflects in the college curriculum to which the applicant seeks admiss
ion. That is, for the Department of Mathematics, Chemistry, or Physics, a
student should have had three units in mathematics, and three units in science.
A total of fifteen units are required by Morgan State College, Rhode
Island College of Education, State University of New York, at Fredonia,
University ©f Connecticut, University of Delaware, and Jersey City State
C®llege. Lowell Technological Institute requires fifteen and ©ne-half units,
while Rutgers College, State Teachers College and Massachusetts School ©f Art,
and the University of Maryland require sixteen high school units.
Members of the New England Association: Danbury State Teachers College,
Keene Teachers College, Plymouth Teachers College, and Willimantic State
Teachers College, do not require any particular pattern of high school subjects
for admission, however, they do stress work of high quality in a high school
program that is well-balanced, including basic mathematics, sciences, social
studies and at least one foreign language.
On the other hand, the University of Maine, University of Massachusetts,
University of New Hampshire, University of Rhode Island and University of
Vermont, require a total of sixteen units, with courses distributed in*academic
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fields as shown in TABLE a. The University of New Hampshire maintains that
a scholastic record ranking in the upper 2/5th of the graduating class is
necessary.
Adams State College, a member of the North Central Association, does
not specify any required courses, but does emphasize the fact that applicants
should rank in the upper three-fourths of their class, with a minimum of
fifteen units, Purdue University requires the applicant to rank in the upper-
third of his class. The University of Michigan does not specifically require
foreign language units for admission as a freshman, but students are urged to
include the study of a foreign language in their preparation for college.
The South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, espects applicants to be in
the upper one-third of the senior class. Indiana University places stress on
students who ranked in the upper one-half of their high school graduating class.
Members of the Northwest Association: Central Washington College of
Education and Eastern Washington College of Education, do not require any specific
courses for admission, but do require a minimum of fifteen units. However,
at Eastern Oregon, sixteen units are required with at least eight, distributed
as shown in TABLE 8. At Oregon College of Education, nineteen units are
required. A grade point average of 2j00 (G) from an accredited school is
emphasized by the State College of Washington. The same holds true for the
Ihiversity of Washington, while the University of Nevada maintains that an
applicant must present sixteen units of which ten must be in academic subjects,
with six carrying grades of eighty percent of #Bts" and above.
The University of Oregon, does not specify the total number of units
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required, but students must be a graduate of a standard or accredited
high school, and in addition must meet certain qualitative educational
standards: (l) have a «C» average in all high school subjects taken for
graduation (2) pass a standard college aptitude test with a score within
the upper 60 percent (3) achieve a minimum grade point average of 2.00.
Members of the Southern Association: The College of William and Mary
and Florida State University, require graduation in the upper half of the
class from an accredited secondary school. The University of Florida,
does not require any specific units, but students are advised to emphasize
in their high school programs the following subjects: English, social
studies, mathematics, foreign languages and the natural sciences. Valdoaia
State College now requires fifteen units of high school work, but beginning
September, I960, sixteen units will be required. At Glenville State,
a student who has complete fifteen units in an accredited high school
may be admitted provisionally, but beginning September 1, 19-61, the following
admission policy becomes effective: Graduates must rank in upper three-fourths
of the graduating class. Graduates who graduate in the lower quarter of the
graduating class are admitted, if they achieve a ranking at the 25th percentile.
There is no specific pattern of high school subjects required by
Sacramento State College,, a member of the Western Association. The College
does however, believe that a good high school academic preparation in certain
subjects is highly desirable for success in college. Thus the subjects as
indicated in TABLE 8, are recommended rather than required. It is also
necessary, at Chico State, Fresno, and the University of California, that the
applicant must have attained the 20th percentile or higher on the national
norm of the college aptitude test, given by the college which he plans to enter.
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TABLE 6
MOMBER OF UNITS RECOMMENDED OR HEQUIRED IN SPECIFIED CQUESE3 FOE ADMISSION
SSaae of Institution Bng. Matb. Seiene Eleetivas ^ jjggclfl@d
1. Adams State College of Colorado
2, University of Alafoaaaa
3* University of Alaska
4» Albany State Goll@g@
5. Hoofs A* and M. Collage
6. Appalachian Stat®
?• Arissona State University





















9» Arkansas Agristiltural and
Msohanical C@lleg© 3
10. Arkansas Falytechnic College
11. Arkansas Stats College 3
12. Ball State Teaehers College
13. University of California 3


































Math. Science science Language Elective^
- t Total
iBlcified Units
15. Central Washington College
©f Education
16. Chic© State College 3 2 1
17. The Glemsan Agricultural 4 3| 2
18« Clarion State Teachers College
19» Colorado State College
20. Colorado State University 3 11
21. University of Colorado 3 3 2
22. Concord College 3 11
23. University of Connecticut 4 2 1
24. Danbury State Teachers
25. Delta State College 3 2
26. University of Delaware 4 2 1
27. last Carolina College 4 11































29. Eastern Kentucky State
30# Eastern Michigan University 3-4
31. Eastern Montana College of
Education 4 2
32. Eastern Oregon College 3 1
33. Eastern Washington College 3 2
34* Florida A. and M. University
35. The Florida State University 3 2
36. The University of Florida
37. Fresno State College
38. The University of Georgia 3 3
39. Glenville State College
40# Gambling Collag® 3 2|
41. University of Hawaii 3 1
42, Henderson State Teachers 3 1
Soe, Foreign 'Hot_Total
































Name of Institution Eng. Math. Science
3©e. Foreign Mot Total
Science Language ELeetives Specified Units
43• University of Idaho 3 2 2 2
44. Illinois State Normal
45. University of Illinois 3 2 2 2
46. Indiana State Teachers College
47. Indiana University ^ 2-4 1-2 2
48. Iowa State University
49. State University of Iowa
50. Jacksonville State College 3 Eight from any of tt
51. Jersey City State College 4 2 2 2
52. Kansas State Teachers College 311 2
53. University of Kansas 4 2| 2 2
54e leene Teachers College
55* Kent State University
56. Kentucky State College 4 1 1 1-4










































Bng. Math. Science Science Language
58. Lewis-Clark Monaal School 3 1
59. Lincoln University 3 2
60. Louisiana State University
61. University of Lotiisville
62. Los Angeles State College
of Applied Arts and Sciences 4 2
63. Lowell Technological Ins. 4 3|
64. University of Maine 4 2
65. Mankato State College
66. University of Maryland 4 1
67. Marshall College 3 2
68e University of Massachusetts 4 2g
69. State Teachers College and
Massachusetts School of Art 4 2
70. Michigan State University 3 2









































Hame of Institution Eng. Math. Science Electives Specified Total Units
72, Middle Tennessee State Collage
73. IMvsrsity of Minnesota 3 2
74* Mississippi State
College for Women 3 2
75. The University of
Mississippi 3 2
76e University of Missouri
77* Montana State College 3 2
78. Montana State Ifeiv©rsity3 2
79. Moorhead State
80. Margan State College 3 2
81. Murray State College
82. Nebraska State Teachers 3 2
(Chadron)
83. Nebraska State Teachers
3































Name of Institution Ing* Math, Science
90. State University of New York
(Fredoala) *
91. State University of Mew York
(Buffalo) 4
92. University of North Carolina 4
(Greensboro)
93. University of lorth Carolina
(Chapel Hill) h
94. University of Morth Dakota 3
95. Northern Illinois University
96. Northern Michigan College









































































Name of Institution Eng. Math. Science
j0 Foreign Not Total
sexefice Language ELectives Specified Units
3
98. Ohio University 3-4
99. Ohio State University 4
100. Oklahoma State University 4
101, Oklahoma Golleg© for Women
102. Th@ University of Oklahoma
103, Oregon College ot Education 3
104« University of Oregon
105, The Southern Oregon College 3
106. Plymouth Teachers College
10?. Purdue University
10S, University of Rhode Island
109, Rhode Island College of Ed. 4
110, Rutgers? The State University 4
111, Sacremento State College 4































































lame of Institution . Eng.
113* Savannah State College 3
114. Shepherd Gollege 4
115, South Carolina State Gollege 4
116. University of South Carolina 4
117. South Dakota Schools of Mines
and Technology
118. Southeastern Louisiana College
119. Southern Illinois Ifaiversity
120. Southern State Teachers College
121. Southwest Missouri State College
122. Southwest Texas State College 4
123. Southeastern State College







































125. State Teachers College
Mansfield, Pennsylvania 15
126. State Teachers College
flickinson, fforth Dakota 15
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TABLE 8 CContinned)
Mams of Institution Math. Science Selenee Langulag© Eleotives
127. State Mormal and Industrial
128. University of South Dakota 3
129. State College for Women 3
130. State University of Iowa
131. St. Cloud State College
132. University of Tennessee 3
133. Texas Southern University 3
134» The University of Texas 3
135. Troy State College 3
136. Valdosta State College 4
137. University of Vermont 4
13S. Virginia Polytechnic Ins, 3
139. Virginia State College 4
140. The University of Virginia 3






3 2 4 2
2 2 4 2
Eight in any other academic courses
2 2 2
2 2 2 2
2 11
2 2 2 2





























Name of Institution Eng> Math. Science
Foreign .. Mot Total
Ixenee Language ELectives Specified Units
142. University of Washington
143e Western Carolina College
144. Western State College of
Colorado
145. Western Illinois University
146. Western'-Kentucky State
147. West Virginia State College
148. The College of William and
Mary. - -
149. WilliBsantie State Teachers
College















3 2-3 2-3 2-3 2-3 16
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Student Aid.—Th® ninth question of this study was concerned with
th© types ©f student aid available for freshmen in the institutions
under study. TABU! 9, describes the various types, and the number of
institutions that make these kinds ©f aids available t© students.
TABLE 9
TYPES OF STUDENT AID AVAILABLE FOR FRESHMEN IN THE INSTITUTIONS UNDER
STUDY
Code: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Scholarships 12 9 62 13 42 7
Student Employment 6 6 28 3 25 7
Student Loans 6 3 19 4 25 0
Grant-in-Aids 2 18 0 0 1
Rehabilitation funds 0 0 4 0 0 7
Code 1- Middle States Association
Code 2- New England Association
Code 3- North Central Association
Code 4 - Northwest Association
Code 5- Southern Association
Code 6- Western College Association
Scholarships are available in all schools under study in the Middle
States Association except the State Teachers College and Massachusetts
School of Art. In the New England Association, all schools under study
grant scholarships. In the North Central Association, all schools except
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Southeastern State College made mention of scholarships. In the Southern
Association, all schools except Western Kentucky State made mention of
soholarships. All schools that are members of the Western Association
grant scholarships. These scholarships vary ia amounts of $25.00 to
$1,000 per year, in accordance with the condition under which they are
granted.
In the Middle States Association, the following institutions provide
student employment for those who need to earn extra money to defray their
expenses. These are: Clarion State, State University ©f New York (Buffalo),
University of Delaware, University of Connecticut, Jersey City State College,
and State University ©f Mew York at Fredonia, N. I#
All members of the New fiigland Association except the University of
Vermont, Plymouth Teachers College, and the University of Massachusetts
provide student employment, for entering freshmen.
The following members of the North Central Association provide employment
for students entering the institutions Arkansas State College, Central Michigan
University, Concord College, Henderson State Teachers College, State University
of Iowa, St. Cloud State College, Southeastern State College, Western Illinois
University, University of Oklahoma, University of Minnesota, Arkansas Agricul
tural and Mechanical College, Nebraska State Teachers College, Indiana Universi
ty, University of Kansas, University of Missouri, University of Wisconsin,
University of Illinois, Kansas State College of Pittsburg, Ifoorheadl State,
Marshall College, Nebraska Stat© Teachers College, Northwestern State College,
Nebraska State Teachers College (Peru), Oklahoma State University, Ball State
Teachers College, State University of South Dakota, Arkansas Polytechnic
College, Eastern Illinois University.
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Central Washington College of Ikiucation, University of Oregon, and
the University of Nevada, all members of the Northwest Association, provide
for student employment, for entering freshmen.
In the Southern Association, Albany State College, Alcorn A, and M»,
Eastern Kentucky, Florida A, and M#, Murray State, Savannah State, South
west Texas, Grambling College, The University of Texas, University of
Mississippi, University of Georgia, University of Virginia, University of
Florida, The College of William and Mary, The Florida State University,
University of Kentucky, University of Alabama, University of Tennessee,
Virginia Polytechnic, Valdosta State College, University of North Carolina,
Clemson Agricultural College and Western Kentucky State, Virginia State and
West Virginia State, all assist beginning students through student employment
services»
All of the institutions holding membership in the Western College
Association, indicate that student employment is available. At the University
of California at Los Angeles, 81$ of the students work at part-time or full-
time jobs during the school year to help pay the costs of their education.
Institutions indicating that Grant-in Aids play a part in their program
of assisting students are: University of Maryland, University of Delaware,
Central Michigan University, Eastern Michigan University, Arkansas Agricultural
and Mechanical College, the University of Illinois, Arkansa State College,
and Southern Illinois University, Arkansas Polytechnic College, Ohio University,
University of Vermont and the University of Hawaii.
To aid those persons who have a substantial handicap to employment as a
result of a permanent disability, the following institutions offer rehabilitation
funds: Arkansas Agricultural and Mechanical College, University of Minnesota,
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Southern State College, Southeastern State College, Chico State College,
Fresno State College, Sacramento State College, San Jose College, University
of California, University of Hawaii, and the Los Angeles State College of
Applied Arts and Sciences.
In some of the institutions under study, student loans are not available
to students in their first semester of work. Under the Middle States Associa
tion, those institutions granting loans to freshmen are: Clarion State, Rhode
Island College of Education, University of Maryland, University of Delaware,
State Teachers College at Mansfield, Pennsylvania, and the State University
of New York,
Institutions granting student loans to freshmen under the New England
Association are: Danbury State College, Keene Teachers College and the
University of New Hampshire.
Members of the North Central Association: Arkansas State College, Nebraska
State Teachers College, Colorado State College, Concord College, Eastern
Michigan University, Colorado State University, Indiana State Teachers College,
State University of Iowa, St. Cloud State College, Arkansas Agricultural and
Mechanical College, Western State College, New Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology, South Dakota School of Mines, University of Kansas, Kent State
University, Moorhead State, Northern Illinois, Oklahoma State University,
and Ball State Teachers College grant loans to freshmen*
In the Northwest Association? Central Washington College of Education,
Lewis-Clark Normal, Oregon College of Education and Southern Oregon grant
loans to entering freshmen.
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The following members of the Southern Association make loans
available for entering freshmen; Appalachian State College, Eastern
Kentucky, Jacksonville State, Louisiana State, Middle Tennessee, Murray
State, Southeastern Louisiana, Southwest Texas, Northwestern State College,
State College for Women, South Carolina State, The University of Texas,
University of Mississippi, University of Georgia, University of Virginia,
Texas Southern, University of Florida, The Florida State University,
University of Alabama, Virginia Polytechnic College, Valdosta State
College, University of North Carolina,Clemson Agricultural College, University
of Louisville and Troy State College.
All loans under schools holding membership in the Western Association
are reserved for students who have been in the institution for at least one
semester, however, catalogues for these seven schools indicate that they
are planning to participate in the Federal Student Loan Program, under the
National Defense Education Act, thus making loans available to entering
freshmen.
Consideration given Veterans.— The tenth and final question involved
in this study was to ascertain whether or not admission privileges are
granted veterans. The writer found that veterans meet the same requirements
as do other applicants for admission to colleges and universities. However,
colleges cooperate with the United States Veterans Administration in providing
training for veterans who are entitled to educational benefits under the
various acts of Congress.
Under Public Law 550, the Korean G. I. Bill, passed in 1952, veterans
who served in the armed forces after June 27, 1950, are entitled to apply
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for a certificate of eligibility for education and training from their
local Veterans Administration Office and present same at registration.
No payment is made to the college by the Veterans Administration for
tuition or fees. A monthly allowance is paid no earlier than the end
of the second full month of training, leterans receiving benefits under
this law should be prepared to pay charges personally for at least 2 or
2g months*
Public Law 894 gives assistance to disabled veterans. Veterans
whose high school education was interrupted, may be admitted to college
if they have successfully passed the General Education Development Tests,
with a score sufficiently high to predict college success. The subsistence
allotment is $110,00 a month; if he has one dependent,$135.OOj two dependents,
$160,00, Documents such as declarations of marital status, marriage certificates
and birth certificates are required by the Veterans Administration.
Public Law 634, War Orphan Education Assistance Act of 1956, applies
to those children whose father or step-father died in action or from a service
connected disability,
A veteran who has received an honorable discharge from active duty is
generally credit for his military experiences in accordance with the recommenda
tions of the American Council on Education,
Chapter III
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary*— This study was designed to analyze certain specific
requirements for admission to one-hundred-fifty state supported colleges
and universities which were selected by use of the random-sample method,
for those state schools listed in American Universities and Colleges,
The purposes of this study were to answer the following specific
questions:
1. How does one apply?
2. What are the general health standards of each school?
3. Wiat are the minimum and maximum age limits, if any,
for entrance to college?
4. Are entrance examinations required?
5. How many types of admission does each school have?
6. What are the requirements for out-of-state applicants?
7. What are the fees and tuition?
8» How many units of high school work are required for entrance?
9, What financial aids are available for students?
10, What admission privileges, if any, are granted veterans?
A request was sent to 150 schools for catalogues and bulletins of their
respective schools. All of these schools responded readily, and the writer
then prepared data sheets for each of the institutions, in accordance with
the ten questions proposed in this study. The contents of the catalogues
and bulletins were then analyzed and tabulated to answer the ten questions.
The results of this analysis are portrayed in nine tables which appear in
the second chapter of this study,
1Mary Irwin (ed.) American Universities and Colleges (Washington:
American Council on Education, 1956
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Findings:
1. All schools require an application for admission including
pertinent information such asjpersonal data, family data,
education and experience, college plans, physical dondition,
military service data, residence data, autobiography,
recommendation of the principal and cumulative records based
on test scores.
2. Forty-three charge an application fee; seventeen require
personal interviewsj fifteen require a certificate of
residence, and sixteen require references other than that
of the principal.
3. Student health service is available at all of the schools,
though it is not uniform.
4. Only the schools in the Southern area have a maximum age limit.
5. Entrance examinations are required in 134 of the schools.
6. All schools have regular admission. Thirty-six will admit
students on condition or provision; fifty-one will admit
students by examination; one-hundred thirty-two will accept
students with advanced standing or as transfers; eighty-five
will admit special students; forty-three will admit students
as auditors, and one will admit students as guesis.
7. An out-of-state fee is charged in one-hundred-forty schools, to
those students who are residents of another state.
8. In most of the schools under study, tuition is not charged to
students who are residents of the state in which the school is
located. Instead, fees constitute the greater portion of expense
other than room and board. In some instances tuition and
fees are treated as separate items, while other schools
combined the two.
9. Tuition varies from $30 to $1,040} room and board from $237
to $910} fees from $15 to $310j out-of-state fees from $15
to $700.
10. At least 15 Carnegie units of high school work are required
by all colleges and universities under study with one school
requiring as many as 19.
11. A majority of the institutions require four years of English,
a year of algebra, a year of plane geometry, one year of
natural science, and one year of social sciences. Foreign
languages are receiving much attention with emphasis stressed
on two years in the same language.
12. Scholarships are available in 145 schools under study. Student
employment is available in seventy-five schools} student loans
in fifty-sevenj grant in aids in twelve schools, and rehabilita
tion funds in eleven schools.
13• Veterans meet the same requirements as do other applicants for
admission. However, colleges cooperate with the United States
Veterans Administration in providing training for veterans who




1. Basically, all-schools require the same information from
applicants who are seeking admission to the institution.
2. All schools are interested in the physical well-being of
students, so as to conserve their time and energy f@r
their cla,sswork and studies*
3» Only the schools in the Southern area have a maximum age
limit, which is for the express purpese of keeping Negr@es
from entering certain state colleges*
4. The College Entrance Examination is the most widely used
examination for entrance to these state supported institu
tions,
5» All schools have similar types ©f admission.
6. Out-©f-state applicants pay an extra fee in m®st colleges.
7. the administration uses its own discretion in charging fees
and tuition at each respective school. Although not speci
fied, there are many hidden costs in the term fees.
8. The required units of high school work and the specific
courses are set by each individual school.
9. Financial aid is available for students in accordance with
the size ©f the school, and the amount of money available for
such funds. With ample financial aid available, competent
students should not be kept out of the classroom for economic
reasons.
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10. Veterans meet the same requirements as do other applicants.
The writer feels that College Entrance Requirements are basically democratic.
However, because there is a greater demand for higher education today than in
the past, colleges are more selective which necessitates an adequate background
and good character for entrance.
Recommendations.— The writer recommends the following:
1* That an application fee for processing applications not
be any greater than the actual cost to the institution.
2, That state institutions cooperate rather than compete
in their recruiting programs.
3» All schools should be concerned with the health of
their students, but since the demands upon students
vary from institution to institution, health require
ments should vary.
4. All schools should require examinations for entrance
to college.
5. That no maximum age limit be set for students, as it does
away with democratic practices.
6. Uniform units of college preparatory high school work
should be established in all public schools, so that a
graduate from any high school in a given state would be
able to enter any public college or university in that
state.
7. That more emphasis and efforts be given to assist those
students who are physically handicapped.
8. That more financial aid be provided for those students who
desire to enter a public college or university.
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Appendix A
LIST OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES USED IN THIS STUDY
1. Adams State College of Colorado
2. University of Alabama
3. University of Alaska
4. Albany State College
5. Alcorn A. and M. College
6. Appalachian State Teachers College
7. Arizona State University
8. University of Arizona
9. Arkansas Agricultural and
Mechanical College
10. Arkansas Polytechnic College
11. Arkansas State College
12. Ball State Teachers College
13. University of California
14. Central Michigan University
15. Central Washington College of
Education
16. Chico State College
17. Clarion State Teachers College
18. The Clemson Agricultural College
19. Colorado State College
20. Colorado State University
21. University of Colorado
22. Concord College
23. University of Connecticut
24» Danbury State Teachers
25, Delta State College
26, University of Delaware
27» last Carolina College






























29. Eastern Kentucky State College
30. Eastern Michigan University
31. Eastern Montana College of Education
32. Eastern Oregon College
33. Eastern Washington College
34. Florida A. and M. University
35. The Florida State University
36. The University of Florida
37. Fresno State College
38. The University of Georgia
39. Glenville State College
40. Grambling College
41. University of Hawaii
42. Henderson State Teachers College
43. University of Idaho
44. Illinois State Normal
45. University of Illinois
46. Indiana State Teachers College
47• Indiana University
48« Iowa State University
49. State University of Iowa
50, Jacksonville State College
51• Jersey City State College
52* Kansas State Teachers College
53. University of Kansas
54« Keene Teachers College
55. Kent State University
56. Kentucky State College
57. The University of Kentucky
58. Lewis-Clark Normal School
59« Lincoln University

































61. University of Louisville
62. Los Angeles State College ©f
Applied Arts and Sciences
63. Lowell Technological Institute
64* University of Maine
65. Mankat© State College
66# University of Maryland
6?« Marshall College
68. University of Massachusetts
69. State Teachers College and
Massachusetts School of Art
70. Michigan State University
71. University of Michigan
72. Middle Tennessee State College
73• University of Minnesota
74. Mississippi State College for Women
75• University of Mississippi
76. University of Missouri
77. Montana State College
78. Montana State University
79. Moorhead State College
80. Morgan State College
81. Murray State College
82. Nebraska State Teachers College
83. Nebraska State Teachers College
84. Nebraska State Teachers College
85. University of Nevada
86. University of New Hampshire
87. New Mexico Highlands University
88. New Mexico Institute ©f Mining
89. The University of New Mexic©
90. State University ©f New York
91. State University of New York
92. University of North Carolina
































Chapel Hill, North Carolina
Greensboro, North Carolina
94» University of North Dakota
95. Northern Illinois University
96. Northern Michigan College
97. Northwestern State College
98. Ohio University
99. Ohio State University
100. Oklahoma State University
101. Oklahoma College for Women
102. University of Oklahoma
103. Oregon College of Education
104.University of Oregon
105. The Southern Oregon College
106. Plymouth Teachers College
107* Purdue University
108. University of Rhode Island
109. Rhode Island College of Education
110. Rutgers? The State University
111. Sacramento State College
112. San Jose State College
113. Savannah State College
114. Shepherd College
115. South Carolina State College
116. University of South Carolina
117. &uth Dakota Schools of Mines
and Technology
118. Southeastern Louisiana College
119. Southern Illinois University
120. Southern State Teachers College
121. Southwest Missouri State College
122. Southwest Texas State College
123. Southeastern State College
124. Southern State College
125. State Teachers College
































126. State Teachers College
127. State Normal and Industrial College
128. State University of South Dakota
129• State College for Women (Georgia)
130, State University of Iowa
131, St. Cloud State Cellege
132, University of Tennessee
133• Texas Southern University
134. University of Texas
135, Troy State College
136» Valdosta State College
137. University of Vermont
138. Virginia Polytechnic Institute
139. Virginia State College
140. University of Virginia
141. State College of Washington
142» University of Washington
143. Western Carolina College
144. Western State College of Colorado
145. Western Illinois University
146. Western Kentucky State
147 • West Virginia StateCollege
148, The College of William and Mary
149* Willimantic State Teachers College
150. University of Wisconsin
Mansfield, Pennsylvania
Ellendale, North Dakota
Vermillion, South Dakota
Milledgeville, Georgia
Iowa City, Iowa
St. Cloud, Minnesota
Khoxville, Tennessee
Houston, Texas
Austin, Texas
Troy, Alabama
Valdosta, Georgia
Burlington, Vermont
Blacksburg, Virginia
Petersburg, Virginia
Charlottsville, Virginia
Pullman, Washington
Seattle, Washington
Cullowhee, North Carolina
Gunnison, Colorado
Macomb, Illinois
Bowling Green, Kentucky
Institute, West Virginia
Williamsburg, Virginia
Willimantic, Connecticut
Madison, Wisconsin
